Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

The rotational motion of left ventricle (LV) was explained by Leonardo da Vinci in the 16th century for the first time \[[@ref1],[@ref2]\]. Richard Lower found that the myocardial contraction is similar to 'the wringing of a linen cloth to squeeze out the water' in his studies of myocardial contraction in 1669 \[[@ref3],[@ref4]\]. This wringing motion could be explained by a special and complex helical structure of heart myofibers \[[@ref5]\].

In normal heart, due to the orientation of left ventricle myofibers and its helical architecture, the base rotates clockwise during systole and the apex rotates counterclockwise (as seen from the apex). LV apex and base rotate in opposite directions leading to an LV systolic wringing motion in cardiac systole phase referred to as twist or torsion. In particular, LV twist was defined as the net difference in the rotation angles between apex and base along LV longitudinal axis; whereas, LV torsion is LV twist normalized to the distance between LV apex and LV base (LV length) expressed in degrees per centimeter. Some researchers define LV torsion as the axial gradient in rotation angle multiplied by the average of the outer radii of apical and basal levels. In other words, this definition would be appropriate to compare LV wringing motion of different heart sizes \[[@ref5]-[@ref9]\]. LV twist stores potential energy during the systolic phase that is rapidly released during LV untwisting. In addition, LV untwisting is essential in diastolic filling which can be an important parameter for diastolic suction \[[@ref10],[@ref11]\].

Changes in both regional and global LV functions can lead to changes in LV rotation and torsion. Because of differences in LV volume and shape in different ages and sexes, torsion can be changed by the age and sex \[[@ref12],[@ref13]\]. Some diseases can cause changes in regional and global LV functions \[[@ref14]-[@ref16]\].

Material and Method {#sec1-2}
===================

Study Population {#sec2-1}
----------------

Twenty one healthy subjects (11 men and 10 women, mean age: 30.2 ± 5 and 29.1 ± 4, respectively) were recruited in the present cross-sectional study. These participants were selected through random sampling. The inclusion criteria were; healthy subjects with no history of coronary artery disease, arrhythmia, conventional risk factors and not using any medication. All study participants had normal physical examination, ECG and resting echocardiography. All subjects provided their informed written consent prior to their participation in the study. Echocardiographic exams were performed in all subjects.

Echocardiography {#sec2-2}
----------------

Two-dimensional (2D) conventional echocardiographic imaging was done with commercial Philips IE33 (Philips Ultrasound, Bothell, WA, USA) using transthoracic sector transducer with harmonic capability. The images were acquired with the volunteers lying in the left lateral decubitus position with holding their breath, by the same operator. Two-dimensional ECG was superimposed on the images, and end-diastole was considered at the onset of QRS in ECG. Two dimensional (2D) echocardiographic imaging was performed using standard parasternal short-axis as well as apical two and four-chamber views according to the guidelines of the American Society of Echocardiography \[[@ref17]\].

For each volunteer, LV basal and apical levels were scanned in short axis views using the frame rate between 50-80 frames per second throughout three or four cardiac cycles. The basal and apical levels in the short-axis view were defined based on the anatomic landmarks which were mitral valve at the base and no papillary muscle visible, at the apical level \[[@ref18]\]. The information obtained was stored digitally in cine-loop format on the ultrasound machine memory drive and transferred to a personal computer for subsequent processing.

Block Matching (BM) Algorithm {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------

Block matching (BM) algorithms are the most popular methods because they are effective and simple for implementation. A BM method assumes that the movement of pixels within a defined region or kernel of the current frame can be matched with a region in the previous frame \[[@ref19]-[@ref21]\].

Because the block matching process in whole image is time-consuming and error-prone, in order to save time and avoid incorrect matches, the search area for finding the best-matches should be typically constrained to a searching window around the reference block. The size of the search region is defined by the maximum expected displacement from frame to frame. It is assumed that all speckle patterns in a block have the same position rather than each other in deferent frames. Another assumption is that tissue movements are in the same and small single plane.

In this procedure, the motion vector is obtained by minimizing the sum of absolute differences (SAD) produced by the kernel of the current frame over a determined search window around the reference block from the previous frame. The motion vector is estimated from the relation between the gray-level gradient of the image and the gray-level difference between images \[[@ref22],[@ref23]\].

For motion estimation between the consecutive frames, the BM algorithm approximates and evaluates motion vector by a displacement d = (d~x~, d~y~) that finds the best block matching among image regions at different times. For this purpose, a pixel X~1~ = (x~1~, y~1~) in a reference image I~1~(x, y, t), a patch P~n~ (block of pixels) was chosen centered at (x~1~, y~1~) and composed of n×n pixels. Then, we tried to find the best correlations of this patch in the successive image I~2~(x, y, t+δt) by minimizing the following cost function (SAD) among the search area \[[@ref1]\]. With this motion estimation algorithm, the best match will occur when the maximum of similarity is found \[[@ref24]\].

$\left. {SAD}\left( X_{1},d \right) = \sum\limits_{i=-n}^{i=n}\sum\limits_{j=-n}^{j=n} \middle| I_{1}\left( x_{1} + {i,}y_{1} + {j,t} \right) - I_{2}\left( x_{1} + i + d_{x},y_{1} + j + d_{y},t + {\delta t} \right)| \right.$

Where *n* represents more region(s) of interest (ROI) dimensions, *I~1~,I~2~* are the brightness intensity in the sequential frames, when ROI moved in the horizontal and vertical directions. To perform the block matching algorithm, we wrote a code allowing us to select a ROI by clicking on the myocardial wall and move in desired trace to choose some points as the kernel center. Then we ran the BM algorithm for the selected points. For this purpose, the DICOM images were transferred to a PC and then converted to AVI movies without compression and extracted the first frame to JPG format to determine the ROIs in the first frame as [Figure 1](#JBPE-9-541-g001.tif){ref-type="fig"}. Because the image quality is crucial for accurate BM, we wrote the code in the way that allows us to reject the poor quality points tracking visually and omit them. So, we only consider the best tracking or only take in account the high quality image points.

![The yellow region shows different ROI points in the first frame that is used as the center of kernel for block matching algorithm running.](JBPE-9-541-g001){#JBPE-9-541-g001.tif}

LV Twist and Torsion {#sec2-4}
--------------------

2D speckle tracking method should be used for the measurement of LV twist to track left ventricle motion in two LV short-axis planes at the base and the apical levels. Reliable speckle tracking analysis needs high quality grey-scale images with an optimal frame rate between 50-80 frames. Hence, the parameters such as the sector size and imaging depth that directly affect the imaging frame rate need to be adjusted so that they enable us to reach as possible as high frame rate imaging.

At first, in this analytical study, for calculating base and apex rotation, the center of LV in the base and apex planes was determined. Then, more than 10 points on the myocardial wall were selected and the algorithm was run 10 times. The x, y displacement was calculated and stored in the computer hard drive for base and apex planes separately. The image coordinate was transferred to the point that was selected as LV center, and consequently all x and y transferred to the new coordinate system. In the new coordinate system, the angle between the positive x-axis and the point given by the coordinates (x, y) was computed.

The rotation angle between two sequential frames is the subtraction of the angle between the positive x-axis and the point given by the coordinates of the ROI center (x~i~,y~i~) and (x~i+1~,y~i+1~). To calculate LV twist, the rotation angle in base and apex levels should be measured by the way mentioned above, then the twist will be calculated by the following formula:

$\varnothing = \theta\left( t \right)_{apex} - \theta\left( t \right)_{base}$

Whereas *θ(t)~apex~* is the apex rotation, *θ(t)~base~* is the base rotation in degrees.

Torsion is defined by the normalized twist angle to the distance between LV apex and LV base. Torsion formula is \[[@ref25]\]:

$\varphi = \frac{\left( \theta\left( t \right)_{apex} - \theta\left( t \right)_{base} \right)*\left( R_{apex} + R_{base} \right)}{2D}$

Whereas *R~apex~, R~base~* is the radius of the apex and base in the end diastolic frames and D is the distance between base and apex levels.

Statistical Analysis {#sec2-5}
--------------------

Some statistical tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test were conducted to assess normal distribution of values, and Levene's was done to assess homogeneity of variance. The paired sample test was done to compare the mean of basal and apical rotations in two groups and also twist and torsion.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

The demographic and echocardiographic measurements of subjects are illustrated in mean ± standard deviation in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The images that did not meet inclusion criteria were excluded. The remaining volunteers had adequate data for both apical and basal slices. All volunteers were the same considering their age and physical characteristics such as heart rate, body mass index (BMI) and systolic and diastolic blood pressure.

###### 

Demographic and Echocardiographic Measurements

  Variable                                 Men            Women         P value
  ---------------------------------------- -------------- ------------- ---------
  **Age(y)**                               30.2±5         29.1±4        0.314
  **Weight(kg)**                           88.4±12        53.7±8        0.000
  **Height(cm)**                           176±4          160.8±6       0.000
  **BMI(kg/m^2^)**                         27.4±2.5       21.7±2.5      0.003
  **Diastolic blood pressure( mmHg)**      123±5          115±5         0.595
  **Systolic blood pressure mmHg(mmHg)**   80±.1          78±3          0.526
  **LVED Basal D (mm)**                    44.42±8        40.4±5        0.000
  **LVED Apical D (mm)**                   32.8±6         29.6±6        0.000
  **Basal Rotation (degree)**              -6.94±1.84     -8.89±2.04    0.054
  **Apical Rotation (degree)**             9.85±2.36      12.18±2.33    0.002
  **LV Twist (degree)**                    16.78 ± 1.83   20.95± 2.09   0.002
  **LV Torsion (degree)**                  5.49 ± 1.23    7.12± 1.38    0.000

All variables are presented as mean± Standard deviation.

For two groups (men and women), the block matching algorithm was performed to estimate the base and apex rotations. Moreover, LV twist and torsion were calculated. The results show the instantaneous changes in the rotation, twist and torsion angles in the short axis view for men as [Figure 2](#JBPE-9-541-g002.tif){ref-type="fig"} and women as [Figure 3](#JBPE-9-541-g003.tif){ref-type="fig"}. The maximum of apical and basal rotations in two groups (men and women) are shown in [Figure 4](#JBPE-9-541-g004.tif){ref-type="fig"}, and the peak of twist and torsion in [Figure 5](#JBPE-9-541-g005.tif){ref-type="fig"}.

![Rotation of LV Basal and Apical Angles and Twist and Torsion Angles (Degree) for Men](JBPE-9-541-g002){#JBPE-9-541-g002.tif}

![Rotation of LV Basal and Apical Angles and Twist and Torsion Angles (Degree) for Women](JBPE-9-541-g003){#JBPE-9-541-g003.tif}

![Basal and Apical Maximum Rotation in Two Groups](JBPE-9-541-g004){#JBPE-9-541-g004.tif}

![Basal and Apical Maximum Rotation in Two Groups](JBPE-9-541-g005){#JBPE-9-541-g005.tif}

The measured mean and standard deviation of systolic rotation magnitude for the basal and apical short axis were evaluated by speckle tracking technique.

Basal and apical peak rotation angel was clockwise by -(6.94°±1.84) and counterclockwise 9.85°±2.36, respectively for men, and -(8.89°±2.04) and 12.18°±2.33, respectively for women.

The mean and standard deviation of the maximum rotation angles of the basal and apical levels and LV torsion angle in the short axis view are shown in Figure 4 for healthy men and women subjects.

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

Left ventricular twist and torsion are important biomechanical parameters that have been investigated by different researchers around the world. The torsion parameter can be changed by the changes in LV geometry. The changes in preload, afterload and contractility could affect the LV torsion peak occurrence; hence, extraction of LV torsion is a cornerstone parameter of systolic function and dysfunction \[\[[@ref26]\], and can be a marker of abnormal function and the stage of a heart disease \[[@ref27]\]. Some invasive methods were introduced before STE and tagged MRI to assess the LV rotational mechanic (e.g. implanting metal markers on heart and track the motion of the implanted markers in animals and transplanted human hearts by biplane cine radiography: sonomicrometry) \[[@ref24],[@ref28]\]. New development in imaging modalities was enabled investigators and researchers to measure and quantify left ventricle torsional mechanics with good accuracy. For several years, MRI was considered as noninvasive method of the heart biomechanics measurements. An important limitation with MRI is the impossibility of routinely studying patients, especially the patients who have a pacemaker and/or an internal cardioverter-defibrillator \[[@ref10]\].

Because of wide availability of echocardiographic facilities, echocardiography is a more feasible and cost-benefit technique for assessment of LV mechanics rather than MRI, particularly for patients with a pacemaker and/or internal cardioverter-defibrillator. An early application of assessing twist by echocardiography was the semiqualitative study of rotational motion of papillary muscles \[[@ref29]\]. Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI) is another way for assessing LV rotation \[[@ref30]\]. The advantage of TDI is that the myocardial velocity can be detected directly and continuously among several cardiac cycles with high temporal resolution. Some studies have shown that LV rotational velocities can be measured by TDI with higher temporal resolution than MRI \[[@ref31]\]. The disadvantage of TDI method is its angle dependency of acquired myocardial velocity data \[[@ref32]\].

2D echocardiographic method is an angle independent method for motion estimation which is based on 2-dimensional speckle. These speckles are created by the constructive and destructive interference of ultrasound beams backscatter from anatomical structures smaller than the wavelength of ultrasound \[[@ref33]\]. The accuracy of this method has been validated against sonomicrometry and tagged MRI \[[@ref33],[@ref34]\]. In this process, high image quality leads to high quality tracking. Hence, tracking is concisely sensitive on the image quality and is capable mismatch of motion tracking. But, to enhance image quality before running of the block matching algorithm, we imbedded a Gaussian filter to remove noises. Furthermore, we wrote the algorithm in the way that user can see the tracking process for every point that is selected for tracking and can reject or accept the quality of tracking. Then, the rotation angles will be computed on the acceptable tracking points. The method introduced here for motion estimation is based on 2-dimensional echo tracking using time domain processing which provides conditions in which motion estimation is not angle-dependent or cardiac-translation dependent. There are some conditions that should be provided to achieve the goal of good motion estimation successfully and make this approach usable. High-quality second-harmonic images should be used while image acquisition, the images should be acquired at frame rates higher than 50frames/s, and the images should be stored in DICOM format.

According to the results of this study, twist and torsion in women were higher than men. Other heart parameters such as LV ejection fraction and wall elasticity were investigated and shown that women have higher LV ejection fractions \[[@ref35]-[@ref37]\] and greater systolic elasticity than men. This difference shows that in women myocardial contractility is greater than men \[[@ref36],[@ref37]\]. It has been shown that LV twist and torsion can be affected by LV end-systolic and end-diastolic LV volumes, in other words, it is dependent on LV size. Hence, because of having adequate cardiac output, hearts with smaller ventricles should have greater torsion. On the other hand, LV twist and torsion directly are related to LV fiber orientation, and LV fiber orientation is dependent on LV shape \[[@ref13],[@ref38]-[@ref40]\].

The limitations of this study were: the poor endocardial definition of 2-dimensional echo image, through-plane motion of basal and apical planes and the frame rate limitation because of its dependency on depth and sector angle. In spite of these limitations, we measured the twist and torsion angles for the LV short axis view. To account for differences in heart size, torsion was calculated based on the basal and apical maximum radii, and the distance between the apical and basal levels.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

In the present study, left ventricle basal and apical rotational mechanics were analyzed by 2D BM algorithm to quantify twist and torsion angles. The statistic evaluation of results shows that between men and women groups LV mechanical parameters are significantly different.

Tracking is a non-invasive and utilizing method for motion estimation in left ventricular through cardiac cycle. This study emphasizes that torsion angle seems to be an appropriate biomechanical parameter to be used for evaluating heart function rather than twist. For both twist and torsion significantly depends on the sex. This study was mainly ascribed to the dependency of torsion and twist on patient sex.
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